FINANCIAL & BUSINESS SERVICES

INNOVATION FACTORY:
FUND CENTRAL

FIND AN EDGE:
MAXIMIZE
EFFICIENCY.
EMPOWER FUND
INNOVATION

Fund managers are in a new regulatory and competitive era. Old approaches and
traditional service models are being superseded—fast.
Only the most agile, collaborative and efficient organizations can transform the
challenges of the new era into authentic competitive advantage. Automated and
repeatable processes can accelerate fund development and adaptation, increasing
transparency and control, while better managing costs. A new level of transparency and
precision also empowers teams to innovate. Bringing to market products that capture
the imagination of the investment community can give fund managers that vital edge.
First movers will seize the advantage. Innovators will race ahead of the competition.
Innovation Factory is designed for the investment solutions sector with all the
above challenges in mind. Its suite of solutions (Fund Central and Securities
Central) help sales, marketing, compliance, operations, product development
teams and senior management to better collaborate, collectively innovate, improve
efficiencies and meet customer expectations. Innovation Factory is available on
premise or over the cloud via the 3DEXPERIENCE® platform.

“It’s a 20:80 rule. Some products catch the attention of the markets more than others.”

Rebalance the organization
Innovation success requires a rebalance: greater emphasis on skills, processes and client engagement.

With excessive market volatility since
2008, product-push has far exceeded
product-pull.

Client
engagement
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— Interview quote: CREATE-Research/Dassault Systèmes Survey 2013

PRODUCT-PULL
• core products
• longer shelf life
• higher persistency
• strong investment culture
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MORE TRANSPARENCY, BETTER TEAMWORK

MORE EFFICIENCY, LESS RISK

Collaborate and communicate effectively, enterprise-wide
with all the stakeholders in real-time—across all products and
project phases, globally or regionally. Fund Central empowers
innovation through its collaboration tools, improving and
enhancing corporate memory across the organization.

Centralizing and managing the life cycle for all fund data
increases control and responsiveness. Replacing an array
of spreadsheets, documents and slide decks with a single
comprehensive, template can also cut cost. Establishing
proper fund life cycle discipline makes you more lean and
agile—and mitigates operational risk.

The principal benefits:
Market
sentiment

Skills and
processes
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• Improved corporate memory

DIGITALIZE YOUR PROCESS

• Faster idea generation

Fund Central’s real-time dashboard gives everyone a true
picture of the status of all products: past, present and future.
Having real-time information at your finger-tips speeds time
to market, improves governance and also mitigates risk.

• Real-time collaboration
• Virtual team work across locations
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• A complete transparent audit trail
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Digitization allows each team member to work on the same,
single version of any information in real time, allowing
multiple fund classes to be created from predefined templates.
Users can initiate different governance regimes at the click of
a button. Full transparency creates authentic collaboration,
making sure your team pulls together whilst retaining
intellectual property—you achieve ‘a single source of truth’
for each fund.

PRODUCT-PUSH
• opportunistic products
• shorter shelf life
• lower persistency
• strong sales culture

Overview of product global pipeline dashboard
Product
marketing

Regulators are demanding greater transparency, shareholders
are pushing for more operational efficiency and customers
want new ideas.
Yet, recent research conducted by CREATE-Research,
revealed that many asset management companies still rely
on cumbersome manual processes, hampering efficiency and
thwarting innovation.
There is a clear “innovation lag” across the industry. Only 3%
of fund management groups now believe their innovation
processes are ‘excellent.’ A majority believes they are only
‘average’ or ‘so-so’.

Source: CREATE-Research/Dassault Systèmes Survey

BETTER CORPORATE MEMORY

The research highlighted, in order to meet regulatory
demands, regain customer trust and so deliver shareholder
value, managers need to create new processes and
disciplines that:

Staff turnover is a major cause of inefficiency and a
drag on innovation. When essential staff leave, often, so
does part of the corporate memory. You lose both talent
and the experience of what works. The wheel has to be
reinvented, again.

• Maximize efficiencies
• Digitize processes

Automated processes enhance corporate memory while
minimizing ‘key person’ risk. Ideas and experience are
available to all—individual learning is converted into
organizational learning.

• Strengthen collaboration
• Enhance corporate memory
• Improve governance

Benefits:
• Real-time customized visability
• Real-time measurement and analytics
• Automated product creation and management
• Centralized control and management of fund lifecycle

According to the study, too many great ideas never make it
to market. And, when they do get there, they are too late:
me-too products underwhelm investors and underperform
for managers.

POWER YOUR PORTFOLIO LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT
Fund Central is a pioneering, scalable platform for lifecycle
product management, designed to radically improve
transparency, efficiency and collaboration—and accelerate
innovation—for all stakeholders in the fund creation arena.

Digitize your full product lifecycle
Idea

IDEA
• Generate Ideas—market
specific, hot topics
• Leverage existing ideas
• Validate ideas

Plan

Configure

PROPOSAL
• Assess product feasibility
• Collaboratively involve key
stake holders
• Test market potential
• Define fund specifications

Build

Validate

IN DEVELOPMENT
• Reuse existing fund
templates
• Manage key operational
set up governed by
collaborative approvals

Launch

LIVE
• Collaborative product
rollout
• Single source of collateral
for all sales channels

Rollout

Maintain

MAINTAIN
• Manage regulatory
approvals
• Product profile enrichment
• Enterprise-wide fund
collateral management

Modify

MODIFY & MERGE
• Manage share classes
• Merge funds and manage
lifecycle
• Approve fund setup
changes

Evaluate

Retire

DECOMMISSION
• Retire underperforming
funds
• Review fund management
process & lessons learnt

Fund Central—your collaborative investment product portfolio management solution
BENEFITS
• Reduces operational risk, increases
transparency and identifies bottlenecks

FEATURES
• R
 eal-time dynamic dashboard
• D
 rill down navigation
• R
 eal-time access to entire fund pipeline
• F
 ull visibility to dependencies and
stakeholders

• Improves collaboration, marrying efficiency,
governance and accountability

• A
 utomated, structured project management

• Provides customized real-time visibility

• R
 epeatable but configurable multi-language
templates
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• Automated workflows across entire fund cycle

• P
 roduct information and KPIs—available by
product, geography and business lines
• C
 omprehensive digital asset management
repository

PROVEN INNOVATORS
The Fund Central solution is built on Dassault Systèmes’
3DEXPERIENCE® Platform, which has been built for and
deployed in some of the most innovative companies in the
world—from Boeing to P&G to BMW. Leveraging our heritage
of product innovation, Fund Central addresses key fund
management industry challenges including governance and
compliance to product innovation, efficiency and repeatability
and is designed to help pave the way for fund innovation
across the sector.

Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides
a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE® Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its
world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social
innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 190,000 customers of all sizes in all
industries in more than 140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.
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